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phrase if you say that something has a particular characteristic by its nature or by its very nature you mean that things of that type
always have that characteristic peacekeeping by its nature makes pre planning difficult one could argue that smoking by its very nature
is addictive see full dictionary entry for nature in its simplest form by its nature implies that the nature of something determines its
behavior characteristics or outcomes it suggests that the essential qualities or inherent properties of a subject are responsible for
shaping its actions or defining its existence high quality example sentences with to its nature in context from reliable sources ludwig is
the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english by its nature phrase if you say that something has a particular
characteristic by its nature or by its very nature you mean that things of that type always have that characteristic peacekeeping by
its nature makes pre planning difficult see full dictionary entry for nature browse related words to learn more about word
associations as conjunctionas in in the way that to a degree on this page you ll find 14 synonyms antonyms and words related to by
its nature such as equally similarly to the same degree being like and acting as due to its nature is correct and usable in written english
you can use it to explain why something is as it is based on its properties characteristics or qualities for example due to its nature the
heavy smoke from the factory was difficult to dissipate exact 60 what is another word for by its nature need synonyms for by its
nature here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead conjunction in the same way or in a manner suggesting
as like the way as if as though comparatively as comparatively to equally as equally to essentially as essentially like just as on
this page you ll find 15 synonyms antonyms and words related to by its very nature such as alone as such by and of itself by definition
by itself and fundamentally from roget s 21st century thesaurus third edition copyright 2013 by the philip lief group advertisement
browse aa bb cc dd ee ff gg hh ii 52 other terms for by its nature words and phrases with similar meaning synonyms antonyms definitions
sentences thesaurus words phrases parts of speech nature according to aristotle is an inner principle of change and being at rest physics
2 1 192b20 23 this means that when an entity moves or is at rest according to its nature reference to its nature may serve as an
explanation of the event the type or main characteristic of something what was the nature of his inquiry motor racing is by nature a
dangerous sport be in the nature of things to be usual and expected there are problems in every relationship it s in the nature of things
more examples smart vocabulary related words and phrases nature noun character noun the complex of emotional and intellectual
attributes that determine a person s characteristic actions and reactions it is his nature to help others see more noun a particular type
of thing he s interested in trains and things of that nature matters of a personal nature see more pronunciation us �ne�t��r noun the
material world especially as surrounding humankind and existing independently of human activities the natural world as it exists
without human beings or civilization in nature wild dogs hunt in packs the elements of the natural world as mountains trees animals or
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rivers 1 in nature nothing is perfect and everything is perfect trees can be contorted bent in weird ways and they re still beautiful alice
walker 2 forget not that the earth delights to feel nature acts on the planet on a scale that dwarfs most human processes the earth
s powerful climate system is a case in point the impact it has on every person in the world makes clear one basic fact we are small we
are fragile we are the ones at risk encyclopedia of the environment home life conservation and remediation what is nature what is nature
pdf 03 01 2021 nature is a common notion which everyone is familiar with as long as we are not asked to define it the meaning of nature
is the external world in its entirety how to use nature in a sentence synonym discussion of nature nature is an essay by ralph waldo
emerson that was first published in 1836 in this work emerson reflects on the beauty and power of nature and argues that it can serve
as a source of inspiration and enlightenment for individuals he encourages readers to look beyond the surface of nature and appreciate
its underlying spiritual essence definition of back to nature back to nature phrase if you want to get back to nature you want to
return to a simpler way of living she was very anxious to get away from cities and back to nature see full dictionary entry for nature
collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers one of the main present occidental meanings of nature
designating what is opposed to humans currently used in public policies conservation science or environmental ethics hence appears
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definition of by its nature collins online dictionary Apr 29 2024

phrase if you say that something has a particular characteristic by its nature or by its very nature you mean that things of that type
always have that characteristic peacekeeping by its nature makes pre planning difficult one could argue that smoking by its very nature
is addictive see full dictionary entry for nature

how to use by its nature in a sentence diving deeper Mar 28 2024

in its simplest form by its nature implies that the nature of something determines its behavior characteristics or outcomes it suggests
that the essential qualities or inherent properties of a subject are responsible for shaping its actions or defining its existence

to its nature english examples in context ludwig Feb 27 2024

high quality example sentences with to its nature in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you
to write better in english

by its nature definition in american english collins Jan 26 2024

by its nature phrase if you say that something has a particular characteristic by its nature or by its very nature you mean that things
of that type always have that characteristic peacekeeping by its nature makes pre planning difficult see full dictionary entry for
nature

13 synonyms antonyms for by its nature thesaurus com Dec 25 2023

browse related words to learn more about word associations as conjunctionas in in the way that to a degree on this page you ll find
14 synonyms antonyms and words related to by its nature such as equally similarly to the same degree being like and acting as
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due to its nature english examples in context ludwig Nov 24 2023

due to its nature is correct and usable in written english you can use it to explain why something is as it is based on its properties
characteristics or qualities for example due to its nature the heavy smoke from the factory was difficult to dissipate exact 60

what is another word for by its nature wordhippo Oct 23 2023

what is another word for by its nature need synonyms for by its nature here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can
use instead conjunction in the same way or in a manner suggesting as like the way as if as though comparatively as comparatively to
equally as equally to essentially as essentially like just as

14 synonyms antonyms for by its very nature thesaurus com Sep 22 2023

on this page you ll find 15 synonyms antonyms and words related to by its very nature such as alone as such by and of itself by
definition by itself and fundamentally from roget s 21st century thesaurus third edition copyright 2013 by the philip lief group
advertisement browse aa bb cc dd ee ff gg hh ii

by its nature synonyms 52 words and phrases for by its nature Aug 21 2023

52 other terms for by its nature words and phrases with similar meaning synonyms antonyms definitions sentences thesaurus words
phrases parts of speech

aristotle s natural philosophy stanford encyclopedia of Jul 20 2023

nature according to aristotle is an inner principle of change and being at rest physics 2 1 192b20 23 this means that when an entity
moves or is at rest according to its nature reference to its nature may serve as an explanation of the event
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nature english meaning cambridge dictionary Jun 19 2023

the type or main characteristic of something what was the nature of his inquiry motor racing is by nature a dangerous sport be in the
nature of things to be usual and expected there are problems in every relationship it s in the nature of things more examples smart
vocabulary related words and phrases nature noun character

nature definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com May 18 2023

noun the complex of emotional and intellectual attributes that determine a person s characteristic actions and reactions it is his
nature to help others see more noun a particular type of thing he s interested in trains and things of that nature matters of a personal
nature see more pronunciation us �ne�t��r

nature definition meaning dictionary com Apr 17 2023

noun the material world especially as surrounding humankind and existing independently of human activities the natural world as it
exists without human beings or civilization in nature wild dogs hunt in packs the elements of the natural world as mountains trees
animals or rivers

101 nature quotes to appreciate the beauty of the outdoors Mar 16 2023

1 in nature nothing is perfect and everything is perfect trees can be contorted bent in weird ways and they re still beautiful alice walker
2 forget not that the earth delights to feel

the power of nature the nature conservancy Feb 15 2023

nature acts on the planet on a scale that dwarfs most human processes the earth s powerful climate system is a case in point the
impact it has on every person in the world makes clear one basic fact we are small we are fragile we are the ones at risk
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what is nature encyclopedia of the environment Jan 14 2023

encyclopedia of the environment home life conservation and remediation what is nature what is nature pdf 03 01 2021 nature is a
common notion which everyone is familiar with as long as we are not asked to define it

nature definition meaning merriam webster Dec 13 2022

the meaning of nature is the external world in its entirety how to use nature in a sentence synonym discussion of nature

nature by ralph waldo emerson essay Nov 12 2022

nature is an essay by ralph waldo emerson that was first published in 1836 in this work emerson reflects on the beauty and power of
nature and argues that it can serve as a source of inspiration and enlightenment for individuals he encourages readers to look beyond
the surface of nature and appreciate its underlying spiritual essence

back to nature definition and meaning collins english Oct 11 2022

definition of back to nature back to nature phrase if you want to get back to nature you want to return to a simpler way of living she
was very anxious to get away from cities and back to nature see full dictionary entry for nature collins cobuild advanced learner s
dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers

what does nature mean humanities and social sciences Sep 10 2022

one of the main present occidental meanings of nature designating what is opposed to humans currently used in public policies
conservation science or environmental ethics hence appears
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